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Previous Literature
● Stocks exhibit relatively large returns on Fridays and Wednesdays 

compared to those on Mondays (Keim and Stambaugh, 1984; Wang et al., 
1997; Berument and Kiymaz, 2001)

● There is a seasonal anomaly in the financial market where securities' 
prices increase in the month of January more than in any other month 
(Thaler, 1987; Athanassakos, 1998)

● Increase in stock prices immediately prior to or on a holiday (Vergin and 
McGinnis, 1999; Ariel, 1990; Dodd and Gakhovich, 2011)

● Full moon here...



Research Question

•Are stocks returns higher on full moon dates?
•Are stocks returns generally higher in a certain month of the year?
•Do stocks perform better on a specific day of the week?
•Do stock perform better on or before holidays (Holiday effect)?
•Is there a way of predicting stock market returns based on the anomalies 
on/around the above mentioned dates?



Methodology - Tools

• Python, Pandas, Numpy, Scipy, Matplotlib
• Ms Access, Ms Excel
• IBM Watson Analytics
• Ipython Notepad



Methodology – Data Collection

• We ran a python script to scrape stock data from Yahoo 
Finance for various stock markets (NASDAQ, SP500, DJIA, 
TSX).

• Full moon dates (Keith’s moon page), holidays (government 
website) posted on websites, this was copied into a csv file.

• Kimball Group Date dimension was used to provide a detailed 
list of dates.



Data

• Stock data:
• Date, Open, High, Low, Close, Volume, and Adjusted 

Close for all selected indices from January 1st, 1985.
•  7874 rows and 7 columns of numeric data for each chosen 

index. 
• Full moon dates: 

• All full moons since January 1st, 1985.
• Holidays:

• List of american holidays since January 1st, 1985.
• Date Dimension

• Detailed list of all dates since January 1st, 1985 to the year 
2030.

• Contains Date, day name, abbreviations, etc..



Methodology – data cleanup

• Python Pandas was used for data cleaning:
• Holidays and Full moon dates were given Boolean values;
• Weekday and month numbers were identified and numbered;
• Tables, columns, values were joined using Pandas dataframe. 



Methodology – Analysis

• Average returns and cumulative returns were 
calculated for stock price increases on Holidays, Full 
moon dates, specific weekdays and months. 

• Scikit-learn was used to perform supervised machine 
learning to predict of stock returns based on the 
combination of predicted anomalies.

• IBM Watson Analytics used to predict decisions that 
could be made with the stock data.

• Computed aggregates using MS Access and Python.



Methodology – Analysis

• Calculated the average stock price change for
– Day of the week 
– Month effect
– Full moons vs non full moon
– Holidays vs non holiday
– Day num in the month



Day of the week effect



Month effect



SP500 - Day num in month



Full Moon

Average Percent Change
Nasdaq

Average Percent Change
SP500

Full Moon 0.0011% 0.0018%

Non Full Moon -0.00001% 0.0003%



Full Moon effect



Holiday effect



SP500 - Holidays



Results – Watson Analytics (Nasdaq)



Supervised Machine Learnings

• eXtreme gradient boosting (Xgboost), a large scale tree 
boosting (gradient boosting framework) package, was 
used to perform supervised predictive analysis. 



Robustness checks

• Selecting multiple indices allowed us to cross 
validate the results.

• Multiple k-means were used to generate test and 
train sets when performing predictive analysis.



Findings

• Full-moon trading seems to viable.
• Stock returns are higher on holidays. Trading on American 

thanksgiving, Columbus Day and Memorial day are strong 
days for trading.

• Stocks advance more on Tuesdays.
• Stock returns are generally higher in December.
• Trading on the first day of the month appears good.



Implications

• We would like to test what we found using ‘Mock’ trades to see if these 
implications would serve as real set of guidelines for stock brokers.

• Note: The implications that we have found are probably not guaranteed. 



Conclusion

• We found some evidence that indeed some anomalies exist in 
the stock market.

• Our findings are not guaranteed to work, and further 
investigation is required to tell whether or not these 
anomalies are viable.



Future work

• Perform the same analysis in the universe of all stocks.
• Incorporate more anomalies and, perhaps, technical rules to come up with a 

profitable trading strategy.
• Design an automated trading system based on the findings.



Questions?


